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Blue Martini 

"Martini Lounge"

For a variety of exotic Martinis, Blue Martini, as the name suggests, is the

place to visit in Fort Lauderdale. Their signature drinks, 'Purple Passion',

'Mango Madness', 'Masterpiece Bleu' are as interesting as the names.

White wines, Red wines, Champagnes of course are available. They offer

signature dishes too. Tuna, Lamb chops, Lobster, chicken, not to forget

the Steak Sandwich Martini cooked tender to perfection!

 +1 954 653 2583  www.bluemartinilounge.c

om/

 CFrancis@Bluemartiniloun

ge.com

 2432 East Sunrise

Boulevard, The Galleria Mall,

Fort Lauderdale FL
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Big City Tavern 

"Seafood restaurant and bar"

Enjoy dining on the fresh catch of the day, pastas, steaks and salads at

this classic American restaurant. Located on Las Olas Boulevard, the

elegant Big City Tavern takes page from the classic American tavern and

features a large oak bar, which serves as a location for conversations

between friends and strangers alike. Savor the classic porchetta panini,

chopped greek salad and pan roasted salmon filet and combine it with a

selection of wine from the California wine list.

 +1 954 727 0307  www.bigcitylasolas.com/  Harmony@BigCityLasOlas.

com

 609 East Las Olas Boulevard,

Fort Lauderdale FL
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McSorley's Beach Pub 

"Late Night Beachside Party Spot"

McSorley's Beach Pub offers guests both ocean views and frosty drinks

that are hard to beat, located right in the center of Fort Lauderdale's

Central Beach district. Catering to guests headed to the beach or just

coming back, the ground floor beach pub area hosts Fort Lauderdale's

party crowd who sips on tasty cocktails or ice-cold drafts while watching

one of the 30 high definition TVs dotting the walls. In the upstairs lounge,

the vibe is decidedly more mellow, long benches filled with groups

casually chatting and taking in the sights. The sun deck and its impressive

views is surely not to miss on nice days or raucous nights when the party

rages on until three in the morning. A bar complex that's sure to please

everyone in your group, McSorley's is the best bet for post-beach

relaxation alone or with friends.

 +1 954 565 4446  mcsorleysftl.com/  DonalPK@gmail.com  837 North Fort Lauderdale

Beach Boulevard, Fort

Lauderdale FL
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Capones Nightclub 

"Local Nightlife"

On the northern bank of the New River, in the heart of Fort Lauderdale lies

Capones Nightclub, a place that party lovers flock to. The music, reaching

across various genres like Caribbean, hip hop, Latin, rock and classic rock,

creates a vibrant mood and gets people dancing. Themed events,

celebrations, happy hours and great food, make every visit to Capone an

enjoyable one.

 +1 954 524 1969  www.caponesnightclub.co

m/

 caponesniteclub@yahoo.co

m

 310 Southwest 2nd Street,

Fort Lauderdale FL
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